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Abstract--The use of passive llS-GHz 02 observations of rain
cells for precipitation cell-top altitude estimation is demonstrated
by using a multilayer feedforward neural network retrieval sys-
tem. Rain cell observations at 118 GHz were compared with
estimates of the cell-top altitude obtained by optical stereoscopy.
The observations were made with 2-4-km horizontal spatial reso-
lution by using the millimeter-wave temperature sounder (MTS)
scanning spectrometer aboard the NASA ER-2 research aircraft
during the Genesis of Atlantic Lows Experiment (GALE) and the
Cooperative Huntsville Meteorological Experiment (COHMEX)
in 1986. The neural network estimator applied to MTS spectral
differences between clouds, and nearby clear air yielded an rms
discrepancy of 1.76 km for a combined cumulus, mature, and
dissipating cell set and 1.44 km for the cumulus-only set. An
improvement In rms discrepancy to 1.36 km was achieved by in-
cluding additional Mrs information on the absolute atmospheric
temperature profile. An incremental method for training neural
networks was developed that yidded robust results, despite the
use of as few as 56 training spectra. Comparison of these results
with a nonlinear statistical estimator shows that superior results
can be obtained with a neural network retrieval system. Imagery
of estimated ceil-top altitudes was created from 118-GHz spectral
imagery gathered from CAMEX, September through October
1993, and from cyclone Oliver, February 7, 1993.

Index Terms--Microwave remote sensing, microwave spectra
118 GHz, neural network, precipitation estimation, rain cell-top
altitude.

I. INTRODUCTION

LOUD and precipitation parameters can be remotely
sensed from brightness temperature measurements made

at millimeter wavelengths from space. The potential of passive

microwave remote sensing of rainfall rate has been discussed
by Wilheit [20] and retrievals of rainfall rate have been

demonstrated from 19.35-GHz passive data [21] and from

combined 18- and 37-GHz passive data [17]. Frequencies
within 2.5 GHz of the l18.750-GHz 02 line have been

shown to support retrievals of precipitation parameters, in
particular, cell-top altitude and area [8]. It has been separately
shown that thunderstorm cloud height is statistically related to
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rainfall rate, although the relationship is strongly influenced

by climatological region [I]. In addition, correlations between

the maximum cell-top altitude, and both the total rainfall
volume and the maximum rainfall volume rate have been

revealed [6]. Information provided by independent cell-top

altitude estimates would be beneficial over highly glaciated

cells, where rainfall-rate retrievals using only 19- and 37-GHz

frequencies can be compromised by wet soil or a cloud layer

containing strongly scattering ice.

Cell-top altitude retrievals have been demonstrated using

passive measurements of the infrared radiance emitted at the

cloud top [16]. However, because of scattering and absorption,

passive infrared observations generally cannot probe beneath

nonprecipitating cloud canopies. At microwave frequencies,

there is significantly less extinction of the radiation, allowing

for the direct probing of the larger precipitation particles

located beneath any optically obscuring cloud canopies.

The embedding of cell-top altitude information in 118-

GHz observations occurs through two mechanisms. First,

statistical dependences between the cell-top altitude and the

total water content and phase (liquid or ice) produce statistical

dependences between the cell-top altitude and brightness per-

turbations in the transparent 118-GHz channels. For example,

consider cells with tops below the freezing level: Higher cell-

top altitudes are associated with increased precipitation. The

increase in water density causes increased absorption, which

produces a decrease in brightness temperatures. In the case of

cells with tops above the freezing level, an increased quantity

of ice exists in the cell top. The presence of ice causes strong

scattering of the cold cosmic background radiation, which pro-

duces large negative perturbations in brightness temperature.

Second, the altitude distribution of atmospheric water can

be probed by the virtue of the successively higher peaking
altitudes of the 118-GHz clear-air temperature weighting func-

tions. Low altitude cells produce little or no signature in the

opaque 118-GHz channels, while high altitude cells cause

perturbations in all 118-GHz channels. The 118-GHz clear-air

weighting functions peak at altitudes ranging from the surface,

for transparent frequencies located 2.5 GHz from the 118.750-

GHz line center frequency, to more than 35 km, which is

far above the tops of most clouds, for frequencies at the line

center. Clear-air weighting functions for the millimeter-wave

temperature sounder (MTS) are shown in [9].

This paper evaluates retrievals of cell-top altitude by using

multilayer, feedforward neural networks operating on high-
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resolution, passive 118-GHz multichannel precipitation cell

imagery. The ability of these networks to approximate complex
mathematical relations has been shown in the literature [12],

[13], and their use in remote sensing applications has been
demonstrated [2]-[4], [18], [19]. Neural networks estimate

precipitating cell-top altitudes from 118-GHz spectral data by

capturing both the complex statistical nature of the spectral

data and the nonlinear relationship that exists between 118-

GHz spectral emissions and ceil-top altitudes. An optimal

mapping of I18-GHz spectral data to ceil-top altitude is

accomplished by training a multilayer, feedforward neural

network by using a set of examples that characterize the

statistical complexity of the estimation problem. The cell-top

altitude estimate produced by the neural network is opti-

mized with respect to a mean-squared-error criterion using

the backpropagation algorithm to adjust the parameters of the

neural network. An incremental training algorithm was also

developed to allow the incorporation of weakly correlated

data into the network without substantially increasing the

complexity and size of the network.

II. PASSIVE MICROWAVE REMOTE

SENSING OF CELL-TOP ALTITUDE

A. Retrieval of Cell-Top Altitude from 118.75-GHz Spectra

Precipitating clouds perturb retrieved temperature profiles

of the atmosphere for two reasons. First, clouds below the

freezing level absorb upward propagating radiation and, there-
fore, usually decrease the observed brightness temperature.

Second, larger ice particles in convective clouds above the

freezing level can strongly reflect the cold cosmic background
radiation, causing large negative perturbations in brightness

temperature. It has been demonstrated by Gasiewski et al.

[9] that cloud and precipitation properties can be remotely

sensed from brightness temperature measurements made at
frequencies within 2 GHz of the l18.75-GHz Oz resonance.

The more opaque frequencies respond only to the highest

cloud tops and, thus, provide a means for measuring cloud

altitude. The retrieval system described in this paper has been

developed specifically for precipitation cells since only such

cells exhibit ice densities high enough to provide a reflection

signature that is relatively independent of the cloud thickness.

To develop a cell-top altitude retrieval system a collection

of 279 independent near-nadir brightness temperature spec-

tra of precipitation cell cores was compiled. The collection

consists of spectra produced by the MIT MTS scanning

spectrometer aboard the NASA ER-2 aircraft during GALE

[5], in which 19 spectra were collected, and the COHMEX
[22], in which 260 spectra were collected. These observations

represent precipitation observed during seven winter and 14

summer aircraft flights, respectively. Except for a single test

flight and ER-2 ferry flight, all flights during GALE were out
of Patrick Air Force Base, Florida. The objective of GALE

was to observe stratiform precipitation over the southeastern

coastal region of the United States. During COHMEX, all

flights originated from NASA Wallops Island Research Center,

Wallops Island, VA. The objective was to observe summer

mid-latitude convective precipitation over the Huntsville, AL,

area and in the vicinity of Wallops Island.

A thorough description of the instrument, aircraft flights,

and data calibration is given in Gasiewski et af. [9]. In

summary, the 118-GHz spectrometer is a double-sideband,

super-heterodyne receiver with a 118.75-GHz local oscillator

and eight i.f. filters of 200-MHz width, which together cover
the band 400-2000 MHz. The 7.5 ° beamwidth antenna has

a flat rotating mirror that deflects the beam 90 ° and scans it

through nadir in 14 7.2 ° steps, plus two steps viewing hot

and ambient-temperatur e calibration loads, the former being

45-85-K warmer. For cloud tops near 10-kin altitude and the
aircraft near 20 km, the horizontal spatial resolution is 1.3 km

at nadir, increasing to 1.8 x 2.6 km at the edge of the swath;
these distances are doubled at the terrestrial surface.

The measured 118-GHz spectrum for a precipitating cell is

denoted by an eight-dimensional (8-D) vector of brighmess

temperature observations

q'B(ns.rsio.so)_

TB(_ _s. rs+0:ss)_

TB(ns.75+0.s4)i

Ts_ = TBc11S.rs+1.o4)i
TB(ns.vs_-1.2s)_

TB( ns. Ts:l:1.47)i

Ts(ns.zs+l.s7)i
.TB(ns.vs+ I.9o)i

where the subscriptsindicatethe localoscillatorand central

sidebandfrequencies(GHz) forthcNITS, arrangedinorderof

decreasingopacity.For each rain-cellspectrum (Tsl),a cor-

respondingclear-airreferencespectrum (Tsr) was estimated

from MTS observationsin the vicinityof the cell.A dclta

brightness spectrum (ATB_) was determined as the difference

between the cell spectrum and the clear-air reference spectrum

ATsi = Ts_ - Tsr.

Delta brightness spectra were used in this retrieval system

rather than the absolute brightness spectra to ensure that any
fluctuations in the baseline brightness spectra among cell

observations, due to fluctuations in the ambient atmospheric

temperature profile, were removed. Typical delta brightness

spectra and clear-air reference spectra were presented by
Gasiewski et aI. [8]. The largest delta brightnesses vary from

-40 to -170 K over the i.f. band 0.5-2 GHz, which is large

compared to receiver sensitivities of 1 K.
The altitude of each cell-top was estimated by stereoscopy,

using MTS video images (VHS color images through a 99 °

wide-angle lens) and the known altitude and air speed of the

aircraft. The visually estimated cell-top altitude has associated

rms errors of I km, due to uncertainties in aircraft speed : :.
relative to the cloud (4-10%), aircraft altitude (-/-500 m), and ..

time of passage of a particular feature of a cell-top through
the video field of view (4-2 s). The size of each cell was

estimated by using the MTS spectral imagery and was defined
as the distance along the aircraft flight track over which the

MTS transparent channel brightness perturbation decreased to

half its maximum value. For elongate_, rain cells, the geometric
mean of the major and minor horizontal dimensions was used.
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In addition to the collection of brightness temperature
spectra and cell-top altitudes, observed cells used in this

retrieval were classified as one of two types. Cells that

appeared to be in their early stages of convection were

designated "cumulus-type," while those exhibiting anvils were

designated "mature-type." The cells were visually classified by

using the MTS video imagery. The collection of cells ranges

from 2 to 17 km in cell-top altitude and from 5 to 200 km
in cell-size. It can be shown that the logarithm of cell size

is linearly correlated with the cell-top altitude. This apparent
relationship was exploited in the development of the neural

network retrieval system.

B. Discussion of Previous Methods

A nonlinear statistical estimator operating on perturbation
spectra (ATBi) was developed by Gasiewski and Staelin [8] to

estimate cell-top altitude. The estimator consisted of an orthog-
onal Karhunen-Lo_ve transformation (KLT) [23], followed by

a rank reduction operation, a nonlinear operator, and a linear-

statistical estimator. The KLT and rank reduction operations

were used to reduce the complexity of the perturbation spectra

by removing any redundancy that may exist between channels.

The KLT is performed by diagonalizing the covariance
matrix of the perturbation spectra

[i 0]_ATBATB -- E' )_2 _,,

where _}{ATBATB is the covariance matrix, E is the row-

matrix consisting of the eigenvectors of _AyBATe,Ai are
the associated eigenvalues and also a measure of the variance

of the ith component of the decomposed spectra, and (') is

the transpose operator. The KLT is performed by computing
ki = EATm. The eight eigenvalues of the covariance matrix

were found to be 7589.3, 65.7, 1.7, 0.3, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1.

Since the instrument sensiti.vity is 1 K, only the first and second

KLT modes contain statistically useful information. These two
most dominant KIT coefficients were then linearized with

respect to the cell-top altitude, and a linear statistical estimator

operating on these two linearized coefficients was then used to
minimize the mean-squared error between the estimated and

actual ceil-top altitude.

This nonlinear KIT-based estimator produces better results

with respect to the mean-squared-error criterion than a simple

linear regression estimator for the cell-top altitude retrieval

problem. However, the KLT would fully characterize the

statistical behavior of the spectra only if they had a jointly

Gaussian probability distribution. If this were the case, the
KIT mode 1 and KIT mode 2 variables would exhibit

an elliptically shaped joint probability distribution (pdf). As

shown by Fig. 1, the joint pdf for KLT model and KLT mode

2 is clearly not elliptical. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. I
that the KLT mode 1 variables are not Gaussian-distributed.

This indicates that additional information exists in higher order

statistics, and improvement in cell-top altitude retrievals may

be achieved with other methods that can capture this informa-
tion. We, therefore, might reasonably expect neural networks

to outperform estimators.that merely combine second-order

regression methods with nonlinear transformations, which

linearize only some of the physical relationships between

radiances and environmental parameters and cannot fully adapt

to the statistical complexities of the data.

• HI. NEURAL NETWORK RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

A. Introduction to Muhilayer Feedforward Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks, or simply neural nets, are math-

ematical models that attempt to achieve good performance

through interconnections of simple computational nodes. A
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node is a single-valued function of multiple variables that is

computed in two steps. First, a weighted sum of the node

inputs is computed, and a bias term is added. This yields
the linear output of the node. For all but the final output

nodes, this output is then passed through a nonlinear function

f(z) = tanh(m), referred to as the activation function of the

node. Linear activation functions f(z) = :c are used in the

output nodes for the cell-top retrieval network.

A feedforward network consists of layers of these simple
computational elements operating in parallel, with the set of

node outputs in a given layer providing the inputs to each

of the nodes in the following layer. With such a network

topology, no element can provide input to itself or to any

other element that affects its input signals. The system input
variables comprise the input layer of the network and hidden

layers are comprised of variables that are not directly acces-

sible to the outside world (they are neither input nor output

variables). In the cel!-top retrieval system, the inputs to the
neural network consists of the vector of eight delta brightness

values (ATB), and the output variable is the cell-top ahitude.

Given the neural network topology, the weights and biases

are determined to minimize the mean-squared error between

the desired and calculated output variables by using the

back'propagation algorithm developed by Rumelhart et aL [15].

Since there are currently no design rules that select an optimal

network topology for a specific application, the topology must

be determined by experiment. The performance criterion used
was the mean-squared error between the retrieved and actual

ceil-top altitudes for a data set distinct from that used for

training the network.

To improve upon the backpropagation algorithm, momen-

tum, and an adaptive learning rate was implemented. The

use of momentum decreases the sensitivity to small details

in the error surface, which helps prevent the network from

converging to a local rather than global minimum in the error

surface. This is accomplished by allowing the network to

respond not only to the local gradient, but also to recent trends

in the error surface. An adaptive learning rate was used to
allow the network to train faster by determining an optimal

learning rate for the local terrain in the error surface.

B. Development of the Neural-Network-Based

Altitude Retrieval System

The mapping from delta brightn_ess spectra (ATs) to cell-
top altitude was accomplished by training a neural network

with a subset of the ATB and associated cell-top altitudes.

The remaining subset of ATs s_etra was used to validate the

network's performance on input--output pairs not previously

seen by the network. Four types of data sets were used to train

four different neural network cell-top altitude estimators. The

data sets were derived from a collection of 279 independent

near-nadir brightness temperature spectra compiled during

GALE and COHMEX. Prior to both mapping and training,

the ATs were scaled and offset to provide a zero-mean data

set with normalized peak-to-peak variations.
The first data set consisted of l'76"ATB spectra from the full

collection of observed cloud types (both cumulus and mature),

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF DATA SETS USED IN DEVELOPMENT

OF CELL-ToP ALTITUDE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Input

Data

All Cloud Types
a_B

Cumulus-Only Clouds

Cumulus-Only Clouds

Cumulus-Only Clouds

A_B_ _B,,log(ee11-siz_

# Training # Test

Patterns Patterns

117 59

56 28

56 28

56 28

one spectrum per cloud. Although the visible spectrum is

highly sensitive to the cirrus anvils, the l lS-GHz channels

often are not [9], and therefore, optical estimates of cell-

top altitude are higher than the retrieved llS-GHz ceil-top

altitudes. For this reason, the remaining data set limits the

observations to cumulus cloud types, which typically do not

display these cirrus shields. This reduced the data set from 176

spectra to 84 spectra. Data set two consisted of cumulus-only

data with A_B as input. Data set three consisted of cumulus-

only data with both A_B and clear-air reference spectra (TB_)

as input. Data set four incorporated the logarithm (base 10) of

cell-size in addition to ATB and TB_ as input to the neural
network estimator. Table I summarizes the data sets used in

the development of the neural network retrieval system.

The development of the neural network retrieval system
involved the selection of the network attributes and the train-

ing algorithm. The attributes of the network that needed to

be determined were the network model and topology. This

research explored the use of multilayer, feedforward neural

networks trained by the backpropagation algorithm. Therefore,

only the network topology (number of hidden layers, number

of nodes in each layer) had to be determined. Currently,

there are no design rules that indicate an optimal network

topology for a specific application. Therefore, the optimal

topology was determined by experimentation. It has been

shown that networks with one or two hidden layers and a
sufficient number of nodes are capable of approximating any

well-behaved function [7], [11], [13], and therefore, only such

networks were investigated. Seven network topologies were
trained with a data set consisting of 117 ATB spectra from the

combined mature and cumulus cloud types. The performance

of the networks was based on the resulting rms error of the

training and test sets. The test set consisted of 59 ATB spectra

taken from the same collection of data as the training set. Since

the training and test sets are mutually exclusive, the test set

results show how well the network can generalize given similar
data that it has not been trained on.

First, networks with two hidden layers were investigated.

A network with six nodes in the first hidden layer and

four nodes in the second hidden layer was tested first. The

number of nodes in each of the hidden layers was increased

until the performance of the test set began to degrade. A

single hidden layer network with four hidden nodes was

then evaluated. The number of hidden layer nodes was again

increased until the performance of the test set began to
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF rms ERRORS (kill) FROM

DIFFERENT NEURAL NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

Description

of Neural

Network

Topology

2 hidden layers:
6 and 4 nodes

2 hidden layers:
8 and 4 nodes

2 hidden layers:

8 and 6 nodes

1 hidden layer:

4 nodes

1 hidden layer:
5 nodes

1 'hidden layer:

# of Training

Epochs

Required

Training Set Test Set

RMS Error RMS Error

1.81 1.78
I

1.70 [ 1.79

1.7t 1.79

1.77 1.80

1.74 1.75

1.71 1.76

1.72 1.75

3O00

35OO

4000

25OO0

35OO

6 nodes 5000

1 hidden layer:

7 nodes 5000

degrade. The training of each network was stopped when

the training error converged to a minimum value. For each

network topology, the resulting training and test set rms errors
were noted as well as the number of presentations of the full

training set (epochs) that was required for the network to reach
a minimum error. Table II summarizes the results from the

topology comparisons.
From these topology experiments, it was determined that a

network with one hidden Iayer and five nodes was the optimal

network topology for this data set. This network topology

yields acceptable rms errors and performs as well on the test

set as on the training set. The simpler network was able to

outperform the more complex network for this application for

a variety of reasons. First, the relatively small size of the

training set limited the size of the network. Networks-with

a large number of nodes require a very large training set to
satisfactorily constrain the parameters of the network. Second,

the training of the large networks may have stopped in a local

minimum or very flat region of the error surface.

The effect of weight initialization was also investigated. The

weights from the input nodes to the first hidden layer were

initialized by using the Nguyen-Widrow initialization method.

This method has been shown to initialize the weights such

that the network is able to converge to its final rms error value

more quickly [14]. The remaining weights were initialized with
random values. Experiments verified that the initial value of

the weights did not affect the final network performance.

C. Development of the Incremental Neural Network

One typical problem encountered when developing neural

network systems is that of overfitting to the training data.

This problem of overfitting occurred in the development of the

neural network estimator for the reduced data set consisting of
56 cumulus-only clouds. When the additional inputs of TB,

and log (ceil-size) were added to the system, the network

acquired 45 new weights [(8 + I new inputs) x5 hidden
nodes] in addition to the 45 weights already present (8

inputs x5 hidden nodes +5 hidden nodes x I output). These

additional weights provided enough new degrees of freedom

original hidden nodes

/

log(size)

Fig. 2.

additional hiddennode

originalweightmatrix

new weight matrix

Illustration of incremental neural network system.

altitude

that the network easily fit the training data, but the test set

errors increased due to overfitting.

Although limiting the number of hidden nodes and limiting

the number of epochs of training helped reduce overfitting, the

resulting performance was not better than for systems with
only the perturbation brightness temperature spectra (ATB)

as input. To accommodate the additional inputs [TB, and

log (cell-size)] without substantially increasing the size of
the neural network, an "incremental neural network" training

algorithm was developed.
When the clear-air reference spectra (Tsr)and log (cell-

size) were added as inputs to the neural network, the per-
formance should exceed that given by the network with only

ATs as input. To accomplish this, a network using ATs as

input was initially trained by using one hidden layer with four

nodes until the network rms error converged to a minimum.
Then one additional hidden node was added, driven by the

new inputs plus the original A_B inputs. The new inputs

were not connected to the original four nodes and the weights

and biases associated with the initially trained network were

held constant, while the backpropagation algorithm was used

to train the new weights and biases. The incremental neural

network approach is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2. The

original weight matrix is shown with a white background. The

additional weight matrix is shown with a shaded background.

The topology illustrated in Fig. 2 has a total of 54 weights.

If a fully connected network with five hidden nodes were
used, the network would have a total of 90 weights. By

dramatically decreasing the number of weights and using in-

cremental training, the additional inputs could be successfully

incorporated into the network without substantially increasing

the size and complexity of the network. An investigation of

whether or not this technique is applicable to other neural

network applications would be interesting.

D. Retrieval Results

Table IiI shows the resulting rms altitude errors (kin) for

three retrieval methods and four data sets. The a priori
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Fig. 3. Retrieved cell-top altitude versus cell-top aldtude estimated by optical stereoscopy for the complete data set of cumulus, mature and dissipating

cells (data set !), using the neural network estimator.

TABLE Ill

COMPARISON OF rms ERRORS 0¢ffn) FOR CELL-ToP ALTITUDE ESTIMATORS

Data Set

Used

All Cloud

Types

Cumulus-

Only Clouds

Cumuli-

Only Clouds

Cumduv

Only Clouds I

A_'B,fa,,
log(cell-size)

A-Prlori I Linear

Variance Regresslon

Divided

3.53 2.01

3.53 2.27

3.53 2.75

3.53 2.56

Linear Non-Linear Neural

Regresslon Statistical Network
i, _Es.timator Estimator

2.03 1.97 1.76

1.82 1.63 1.44

1.66 1.53 1,41

1.58 1.50 1.36

variance in the full collection of altitude data is also listed.

These three methods include simple linear regression, the

nonlinear statistical estimator described previously, and neural
networks using the optimal architectures that were previously

determined. The error reported for the neural network estima-
tor is the rms error associated with the validation set. The error

reported for the linear-regression-divided estimator is the rrns
error associated with the validation set when the estimator was

developed with the training set data only. The error reported

for the linear regression estimator is the rms error associated
with the entire data set. The nonlinear statistical estimator error

shown was computed by Gasiewski et al. [8] and is also the
rms error associated with the entire data set.

As illustrated by Table III, the neural network estimator

outperforms the nonlinear statistical estimator by 10.7% for
data set 1, 11.7% for data set 2, 7.8% for data set 3, and
9.3% for data set 4. Had the nonlinear statistical estimator

been trained and tested on separate data, as was the neural

network, its performance presumably would have been slightly

degraded. Since the neural network retrievals yield 1.4-km

rms discrepancies with stereoscopically determined altitudes
and since the rms uncertainty of stereoscopy is roughly 1 km,

as discussed earlier, the inferred rms accuracy of the 118-_

GHz retrieval is closer to I kin. Values of cell-top altitude
retrieved from the I lS-GHz spectra for the complete data

set (data set 1) are plotted against the optically estimated

values in Fig. 3. The rms error for this retrieval was 1.76

km, with a correlation coefficient between the retrieved and

optically estimated altitudes of 0.86. The bias toward the
7

lower right side of the graph is due to the difference in

the cell-top optical depth between the microwave and visible

regions of the spectrum. As described previously, the visible
spectrum is highly sensitive to cirrus anvils, while the 118-

GHz channels are not. Therefore, the optical estimates of

cell-top altitude are higher than the retrieved 118-GHz cell-top

altitudes. Since cumulus cloud types typically do not display

the cirrus shields, we expect that the retrieval results will be

closer to the optically estimated values. The rms error of this
reduced data set (data set 2) was reduced to 1.44 kin, and

the correlation coefficient between the retrieved and optically
estimated altitudes was increased to 0.93.

E. Images of Retrieved Cell-Top Altitude

Cell-top altitude imagery was created from the output of

the neural network estimator, from data collected during
the Convection And Moisture Experiment (CAMEX) [10].

CAMEX was a multidisciplinary experiment designed to mea-

sure the three-dimensional (3-D) moisture fields over the

Wallops Hight Facility and to characterize the multifrequency
radiometric signature of tropical convection over the gulf
stream and southeastern Atlantic Ocean. A 118-GHz CAMEX

spectral data set gathered September-October 1993 was eval-

uated by the neural network cell-top estimator and the results

were plotted. The altitudes produced by the network show ex-
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Fig. 5. Images of retrieved cell-top altitudesfrom Cyclone Oliver using a neural network with a single hidden layer.
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pected cell morphology. Fig. 4 shows two samples of imagery

of the retrieved cell-top altitudes.

The accuracy of the images was determined by optical

estimation of cell-top altitude from the CAMEX video im-

agery. For near-nadir scan angles, the a priori variance in the

CAMEX cell-top altitude data is only 1.35 kin. The network

produced an rms error of 0.84 km, which is an improvement

of 38%. Off-nadir scan angles, having an a-priori variance

of 1.29 kin, produced an rms error of 1.19 kin. This is an

improvement of nearly 8%. The decrease in performance of

the neural network estimator for off-nadir scan angles can

be explained in two ways. First, the neural network was

trained on near-nadir GALE and COHMEX data. Therefore,

it is expected that the network will produce more accurate

results with similar data. Second, the video imagery of the

CAMEX flight showed that the distinct ceil-top peaks occurred

primarily at near-nadir scan angles, and the off-nadir scan

angles showed an increased amount of cirrus cover. In general,

the CAMEX pilots tried to fly directly over the most intense

and well-defined precipitating cells. Therefore, the off- nadir

optical estimates of cell-top altitude were typically higher than

indicated by the 118-GHz spectral data.

A second example of the utility of the neural network cell-

top estimator is shown in Fig. 5. To make the two images

commensurate, the axes were reversed for the second pass

so that the N, S, E, and W directions are the same for

both images. Cell-top altitude retrievals of Cyclone Oliver

(February 7, 1993) over the Pacific Ocean just north of

Australia were performed using the neural network estimator

developed for data set 1. Although the retrievals could not be
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verified with video imagery because the 118-GHz data was

gathered at night, the retrieved images reveal the expected

general morphology of the cyclone. The absolute accuracy of

the retrievals from Cyclone Oliver may be less than that of
the CAMEX retrievals because the network was not trained on

tropical data. These considerations aside, the retrieved images

are still quite useful. The morphology of the eye-wall and the

surrounding precipitating cells are clearly visible.

IV. CONCUSIONS

Retrieval of cell-top altitude from 118-GHz perturbation

spectra has been demonstrated from MTS observations dur-

ing GALE and COHMEX, using a multilayer, feedforward
neural network trained with the backpropagation algorithm.

The neural network retrieval method yields an rms error of

1.76 km for a data set consisting of mature, cumulus and

dissipating cells. The rms error is reduced to 1.44 km when

only cumulus cells are considered. When compared to linear

and nonlinear retrieval methods on the same data, the neural

network yielded superior results. This may be partly attributed

to the fact that the neural network is able to capture not only

the nonlinear physical relationship that exists between the 118-

GHz brightness temperatures and cell-top altitude, but also the
complex statistics of the ll8-GHz data.

Improvement in the 118-GHz retrieval is obtained by in-

corporation of auxiliary 118-GHz observations of atmospheric
temperature and cell size into the neural network estimator.

With the use of an incremental training algorithm to reduce the

complexity of the network when incorporating these additional

inputs, the rms error is reduced to 1.36 kin.

Finally, it was shown that the neural network estimator

could be used to produce cell-top altitude imagery that displays

cell morphology in a useful way.
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